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Abstract—While OCD is one of the most commonly occurring psychiatric conditions experienced by older adults, there is a paucity of research conducted into the treatment of older adults with OCD. This case study represents the first published investigation of a cognitive treatment for geriatric OCD. It describes the successful treatment of an 86-year old man with a 63-year history of OCD using Danger Ideation Reduction Therapy (DIRT). The client received 14 individual, 50-minute treatment sessions of DIRT over 13 weeks. Clinician-based Y-BOCS scores reduced 84% from 25 (severe) at pre-treatment, to 4 (subclinical) at 6-month post-treatment follow-up interview, demonstrating the efficacy of DIRT for this client. DIRT may have particular advantages over ERP and pharmacological approaches, however further research is required in older adults with OCD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OBSESSIVE-COMPELLUS DISORDER (OCD) is one of the leading mental health problems in Australia, with a 12-month prevalence rate of 1.9% in the general population [1]. Individuals with OCD experience intrusive and unwanted obsessions, and/or repetitive, and time-consuming compulsions. It is a particularly disabling condition with a high burden of disease and injury [2] and impairment in functioning across a number of domains is demonstrated [3]. For the majority of individuals with OCD, onset occurs before early adulthood [4], [5]. However, while the onset of OCD after the age of 50 years is considered to be rare [6], significant numbers of elderly people are likely to be living with this disorder [7], [8]. For example, Grenier et al [9] conducted a survey of 2798 community dwelling adults aged 65 years and over and classified over 1.5% of respondents as probable OCD cases.

In a second study Jenike [10] found that 22 (12%) of 183 patients who presented for OCD treatment were older than 50 years and 8 (4%) were older than 60 years.

Thus, for a number of reasons, the true figure of OCD in older adults may be higher than previously thought [11].

One reason for this under-recognition of OCD in older adults is that the diagnosis may be complicated by the presence of other co-existing physical disorders [7]. Secondly, many elderly people with anxiety may have had their lifestyles, including their opportunities for pursuing social relationships restricted as a result of being more housebound due to the aging process and thus may not meet the specific criterion that symptoms interfere with daily living [12]. Finally, it is also recognised that OCD is a condition that often goes untreated for many years, or is inappropriately treated [13] and it is likely that in some instances older adults may have been living with the condition for many years, either without ever receiving treatment or after receiving ineffective or inadequate treatment [8].

Cognitive and behavioural treatment (CBT), particularly CBT packages that involve ERP have been shown to be effective for both children [14] and adults [15] with OCD. However, studies demonstrating the efficacy of CBT for OCD in adult literature have generally excluded individuals over the age of 65 years from treatment trials [16], [17], [18]. It is recognised that there is a lack of research focusing specifically on the treatment of OCD in older adults [7], [11], [19], [20] and OCD research in older adults remains largely neglected [21]. As such, we cannot be certain about the suitability and effectiveness of approaches for treating this group, and which treatments are most beneficial. Research into the treatment of the anxious elderly is at a relatively early stage and advice about the treatment of anxiety in this population is likely to be based on personal clinical experience, or extrapolated from research employing younger age groups [22].

The provision of effective OCD treatment is particularly important for older adults since significant functional impairments as a result of OCD symptoms have been noted in this population [9] that may place the person at risk of requiring aged care placement. This would have profound negative consequences for both the individual and the health care system in regard to resourcing and financing this care. The population in Australia is ageing and it is estimated that by 2056 the number of individuals aged over 65 will increase from the current 2.4 million to 6.4 million [1]. With this considerable rise in the number of elderly residents it can be expected that the effective treatment of OCD in older adults will become an even more pressing issue.

While research investigating the treatment of OCD in older adults is scarce, findings that provide some support for the efficacy of ERP for the elderly OCD have been reported.
Carmin et al [23] compared ten adults aged over 60 years with ten young adults matched for sex, depression and clinical severity and found no significant differences between groups in treatment response to ERP. The effectiveness of a combined treatment approach involving ERP and the pharmacological agent venlafaxine in a 77-year-old woman with severe OCD was demonstrated by Velayudhan and Katz [24]. Her Y-BOCS score reduced from 36 at pre-treatment to 9 at the end of the three months of treatment. This study demonstrated the occurrence of late onset OCD in the absence of any brain abnormality and also confirms that the use of traditional OCD treatment approaches can successfully ameliorate the condition. However, as noted by Carmin et al [23] pharmacological treatment of the elderly OCD client needs to be carefully considered as it can be complicated by a number of factors. These include age related changes in response to the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of drugs and the relatively high medical comorbidity that can lead to a greater use of additional medications which can interact with drugs used for treating OCD. Fortunately, there are a number of case studies that provide support for the effectiveness of ERP alone for adults older than 70 years [7], [11], [20].

Calamari and Cassidy [7] reported the successful treatment of two older adults with OCD using ERP. In the first case some modifications to the ERP treatment were employed for the 77-year-old patient, such as the use of diaphragmatic breathing and relaxation skills to assist with managing the severe anxiety and feared bodily sensations during some exposure sessions. The second case involved an 86-year old male with severe OCD symptoms that he had experienced since the age of five years. ERP involved weekly sessions over eight weeks, instead of multiple sessions per week as his physician was concerned about her hypertension and felt that an exposure protocol that was too intensive would be overly physically taxing for the client. While the client continued to have pronounced OCD symptoms she was happy with her progress and the lessening of OCD symptoms that had occurred.

Carmin and Wiegartz [20] also describe two cases of older adults with severe OCD who received inpatient ERP treatment. Mr X was a 78-year old male with a recent onset of OCD whose rituals occupied him for up to eight hours a day. He had previously received outpatient ERP and pharmacological treatments for his OCD, without long-term benefit. The existence of physical health problems including hypertension and basal ganglia infarcts were noted and treatment was modified accordingly. For example, ERP was not commenced until his hypertension was medically controlled. Instead he was taught progressive muscle relaxation training and diaphragmatic breathing as anxiety management strategies to help minimise blood pressure elevation. His Y-BOCS at pre-treatment was 24, and at 12 weeks post-treatment the Y-BOCS was two. Given that Mr X had difficulties with abstraction, possibly as a result of his basal ganglia infarcts, treatment also involved the repetition and simplification of psycho-educational interventions to facilitate understanding and retention.

The second patient, Mr Y was a 74-year old male who experienced OCD onset approximately six decades earlier. He had previously been hospitalised for his OCD and been prescribed ECT and medications but had not undertaken psychological treatments. Both Mr X and Mr Y were seen for individual ERP sessions twice daily for 60 to 90 minutes. Mr Y’s Y-BOCS was 40 at pre-treatment, 16 on the day he was discharged (day 23) and while there was no follow-up Y-BOCS score, it appeared that soon after returning home he had commenced ritualising to premorbid levels. While Mr Y experienced a relapse after discharge, overall both case studies demonstrate that these older adults made considerable progress during the treatment and as such, this provides further support for the role of ERP in the treatment of older adults with OCD.

A more recent published case study involved an 82-year old male named Oscar who was treated with ERP across 20 sessions [11]. His Y-BOCS score at pre-treatment was 18, and 13 at post-treatment Oscar received supportive treatment once a week after finishing the ERP protocol and at 3.5 months after completing ERP his Y-BOCS score was 4. At 12-month follow-up Oscar reported no OCD symptoms and his Y-BOCS score was zero. Minor adaptations were made to the ERP program, for example, as he did not always remember to adhere to the response prevention plan, Oscar was given signs written in large font to place in his bathroom that reminded him how long he should spend washing his hands and “do not check the door” signs were also placed in his house. Additionally, Oscar’s ERP program also involved a less stringent restriction of hand washing. This was argued to be important given that older adults may be more susceptible to contagious diseases. Since Oscar used a cane to assist with walking, the therapist selected rooms to conduct the therapy sessions in that were easily accessible and also had comfortable seating. Therefore, ERP with some age relevant modifications was very effective for an adult over the age of 80 years who had late-onset OCD with no identifiable neurobiological pathology. However, as Price and Salsman [11] noted, Oscar’s OCD was of a relatively low degree of severity. They suggest that if Oscar had experienced a more severe OCD presentation it may not have been amenable to treatment. Additionally, since Oscar had lived with OCD for less than a year before receiving treatment the researchers suggest that an older adult with a more longstanding history of OCD may have not benefitted from treatment. While variables relating to illness course such as age of onset and duration of symptoms have generally been poor predictors of outcome [25], greater overall symptom severity has predicted poorer outcome in a number of studies in adult populations [26]. Therefore, further research involving older adults with more severe and longstanding OCD is required. While the case studies above demonstrate the efficacy of ERP for the elderly OCD patient some modifications to ERP treatment may be required. For example, exposure may need to be more gradual since the deliberate exposure to obsessional cues with prevention of the compulsive behaviour is likely to lead to elevated anxiety [7]. As such exposure sessions need to remain within reasonable safety parameters [27].
Therefore, ERP may not be appropriate for some clients with OCD, particularly clients who have significant cardiovascular disease. Additionally, from the general OCD treatment literature it is well understood that due to the anxiety provoking nature of ERP, large numbers of clients either refuse to participate or drop out of ERP prematurely. For example, Foa et al [28] reported a 21% refusal rate and 27% dropout rate for their ERP treatment. When treatment refusal and dropout figures are taken into account, the true rate of treatment response to ERP may be as low as 50% [29]. While no research to date has examined older adults’ willingness to engage in ERP, it is likely that rates of refusal and dropout will be similar to those in other age groups. As such, it is suggested that research investigating alternative OCD treatments for the elderly client, such as cognitive therapy, in which prolonged and repeated exposure is not required is urgently needed.

Unfortunately, while there is a lack of research examining the effectiveness of psychological treatments such as ERP for the older adult, there is an even greater paucity of research investigating cognitive therapy interventions for this group. Some case reports have documented the effectiveness of treatment approaches that include a combination of behavioural and cognitive interventions. For example Hirsch et al [27] successfully used a combination of ERP, psycho-education and cognitive restructuring when treating an 80-year old man who had a 50-year history of OCD. However, to our knowledge no studies examining the treatment of OCD for older adults that have employed cognitive therapy alone have been published. We aim to make an important contribution to the literature in this area by presenting the case study of an 86-year old male with longstanding OCD who received the cognitive therapy package Danger Ideation Reduction Therapy (DIRT). This represents the first published report of the use of cognitive therapy for an older adult with OCD.

DIRT was originally developed in the mid-1990s to treat obsessive-compulsive (OC) washing symptoms [30], [31] and consists of six discrete treatment components. DIRT does not involve direct or indirect exposure. Therefore, unlike ERP therapy DIRT does not require the client to endure high levels of anxiety in order to achieve behaviour change. Instead, behaviour change occurs as a natural consequence of cognitive change. The effectiveness of DIRT for OCD has been investigated in ten publications; including: two randomised controlled trials (RCT) [32], [33], one multiple baseline case series [34], one uncontrolled case series [30], one naturalistic study [35] and five single case reports [36], [37], [38], [39], [40]. All of these trials found strong support for the effectiveness of DIRT for OCD.

For example, Krochmalik et al [33] found that DIRT produced significantly greater reductions in OC symptomatology than ERP and had lower dropout rates than ERP.

Recently, the DIRT package was modified to treat people with the OC checking subtype [41]. In an initial trial conducted by Vaccaro et al [42], three adult OC checkers all aged below 55 years received DIRT in 12-14 individual one hour sessions conducted by a clinical psychologist.

At post-treatment, substantial and clinically significant reductions in scores on a range of standardized outcome measures of OCD symptom severity were apparent for all three participants. These improvements were maintained at four-month follow-up. Overall, there is considerable evidence since 1997 supporting the usefulness of DIRT. While DIRT has not previously been trialled in cases of geriatric OCD, it is hypothesised that DIRT will result in significant improvements in OCD symptoms in the current single case study.

II. Method

A. Participant

David1 was an 86-year-old married, retired man who reported a 63-year history of OCD. He had no history of any involvement with mental health services and had not previously undertaken treatment for OCD. He had undergone cardiac surgery in 2008 and had severe osteoporosis. He was taking medications for these physical conditions. David presented to the University of Sydney Anxiety Clinic to take part in a 14-week randomized controlled trial investigating the efficacy of two treatments ERP and DIRT for OCD checking subtype. The trial was authorised by the University of Sydney Ethics Committee.

B. Pre-Treatment Baseline Assessment

David met DSM-IV-TR [43] criteria for a current diagnosis of clinical OCD using the CIDI Auto v2.1 [44] and presented with a number of OCD concerns. His predominant OCD symptoms involved repeated checking. He checked household taps as he was concerned about wasting water, checked door locks as he was fearful that he would be robbed and checked electrical appliances including the stove, kettle, iron, heater as he was concerned about the possibility that a fire would start and burn down the house. He also checked letters and emails he had written before sending them in case he had written the wrong thing and was concerned that he had offended people when interacting with them. He also checked the car speedometer when his wife was driving as he was concerned that his wife would speed and get a speeding fine. If he fixed things he doubted whether he had done this correctly so would check for example whether the screw was on tightly enough. He had largely given up driving as he was concerned that he could harm others if he was not careful enough. He also frequently asked his wife to perform checks of electrical appliances and doors on his behalf and regularly sought reassurance from his wife. David also met DSM-IV-TR [43] criteria for a current diagnosis of clinical OCD using the CIDI Auto v2.1 [44].

David completed the following clinician and self-report measures at baseline, post-treatment and 6-month follow-up. The clinician-administered measures were obtained by the third author who was blind to the nature of the treatment received.

1 David is not the client’s real name.
C. Measures

1. Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) [45], [46]

The Y-BOCS [45], [46] is a 10-item clinician administered questionnaire that assesses the nature and severity of OCD. Each question is scored on a 4-point Likert scale (0; no symptoms–4; severe symptoms). Total scores range from 0-40 and higher scores reflect greater impairment. It is considered the gold standard of OCD assessment. A recent international OCD working group defined recovery on the Y-BOCS as a score of 7 or less [47] which reflects an almost total absence of OCD symptomatology.

2. Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R) [48]

The OCI-R [48] was employed to measure symptom change. The OCI-R is an 18-item revision of the original OCI [49]. Six three-item scales assess Checking, Washing, Ordering, Obsessing, Neutralizing, and Hoarding. Responses are provided on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘extremely’. Research by Foa et al [49] supports internal consistency (median alpha = 0.75 and one-week retest correlations ranged from .74 to .91). The participant’s checking scores were obtained by summing the ratings he gave on the items contained on the checking subscale of the inventory. Possible scores on the checking subscale range from 0 to 12, with higher scores indicating a higher level of checking compulsions.

3. Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) [50]

The BDI-II [50] is a 21-item self-report scale that yields possible scores from 0 to 63 and is the most widely used measure of depression in clinical and research settings. The BDI-II has demonstrated excellent internal consistency in samples of psychiatric outpatients (.92) [51] and college students (.89) [52].

D. Treatment

David was randomly allocated to the DIRT condition. This intervention was based on the DIRT package described by Vaccaro et al [41] and involves six components. DIRT is a cognitive package and does not include any exposure or behavioural experiments. Treatment consisted of 50-minute weekly treatment sessions for 12 weeks and two 50-minute sessions in week 13. The treatment was conducted by the second author, a licensed clinical psychologist.

During the first session a rationale and description of the method was presented. The treatment rationale demonstrated that the way situations are perceived can effect emotions. It was explained that ritualistic checkers believe that there is a high probability that death, disaster or injury will befall other people or themselves. For example, they may believe that fire or theft will occur due to them leaving an electrical appliance on or leaving a door open. This belief leads to feelings of anxiety and an intense fear when confronted with specific situations, such as leaving the house, or the active avoidance of coming in contact with these stimuli. If these excessive and erroneous danger beliefs, about probability and severity of harm can be eliminated, anxiety will reduce, and there will no longer be any need to engage in compulsive or avoidance behaviours. From the second session a variety of DIRT components were introduced including the following:

- **Attentional Focusing.** This procedure, described in detail by Clarke and Wardman [53], involved a focusing task that aimed to reduce the frequency of threat-related intrusive thoughts by increasing the participants’ ability to attend to alternative cognitive targets in a rhythmic breathing exercise. It assists the client to focus their attention thereby decreasing the number of intrusive thoughts and the intensity of these thoughts. The client is taught this technique by the therapist and expected to practice this twice daily for 10 minutes.

- **Cognitive Restructuring.** This component combined elements of systematic rational restructuring [54] and rational-emotive therapy [55] and was modelled on the procedures described by Mattick et al [56] and Menzies and Clarke [57]. David identified his irrational thoughts related to checking and was asked to re-evaluate these thoughts, changing them to be more realistic and adaptive to the demands of the situation. Once constructed, David was asked to rote-learn his reappraisals, reading and copying them on a daily basis for 15 minutes. In later sessions he was shown how to apply these reappraisals to novel situations. David received a minimum total of 90 minutes therapist facilitated practice of cognitive restructuring within sessions.

- **Filmed Interviews.** David viewed filmed interviews relevant to his particular checking concerns, from a series of filmed interviews with various workers who had regular contact with checking-related stimuli. Interviewees included a bus driver, security guard, registered nurse, electrical appliance salesperson, laboratory pathologist and accountant. Each interviewee described in detail their repetitive work-related tasks that involve contact with OCD-related stimuli (e.g. demonstrating the use of electrical appliances to customers, driving a vehicle). Workers were questioned about the frequency of negative outcomes occurring (e.g. robberies, electrical fires, vehicle accidents and injury). The absence of work-related harmful consequences was highlighted. David received a minimum of 40 min of this component within sessions.

- **Double-Checking Experiments.** David was presented with the findings from studies examining the nature of OCD and doubt [58], [59]. The link between doubting memory and repetitive checking was demonstrated to participants from these reports. The therapist discussed the findings with David and explained how performing repeated checking behaviours can actually lead to reduced confidence in memory about whether a task had been performed. The relationship between this doubt in memory and future excessive checking behaviour was also made clear in this treatment component.

- **The Probability of Catastrophe.** As described by Hoekstra [60], this procedure involved comparing David’s initial estimates of the probability of a negative outcome with an estimate derived from an analysis of the sequence of events that are necessary for that feared event to occur. For example the David was asked to provide an initial estimate of the likelihood that his house would be robbed if one of the doors was left unlocked during the day when he was out. He was then asked to give estimates of the likelihood that each of the
sequence of events involved in such an outcome would occur. These include: the likelihood that this unlocked door can be seen from the street; that someone walking past sees that this door is unlocked; that this person is a thief and wants to break into the house at this time; that the thief would not think that someone must be home; that the thief would get into the house without being noticed by neighbours or passers-by; that the thief is able to gather up and carry their property out of the house without being noticed by neighbours or passers-by; and finally that the thief is able to get away from the home, carrying the stolen property before David returned home. The therapist then assisted David in calculating the probability that all of the required steps will occur concurrently (which would be necessary if the feared consequence were to occur). This involves multiplying the individual probabilities together. Discrepancies between the initial global estimate and that obtained through the probability sequencing task are highlighted and discussed.

Corrective Information. David received a set of fact sheets describing a wide range of subjects pertinent to checking, as well as information about normal ‘non-checking’ behaviour and the realistic consequences of such behaviour. The information highlights common misconceptions about the probability of harm as well as the severity of the harm that can realistically occur. Fact sheets include information about the odds of dying or suffering injury from various causes in the Australian population and the safety and security behaviours of everyday Australians. For example: rates of fires and burn injuries and the types of safety behaviours and levels of use when driving, when using electricity or gas, and for home security.

III. RESULTS

Y-BOCS data were collected at baseline, post-treatment and 6-months follow-up. The scores on the Y-BOCS reduced 84% from 25 (severe) at baseline, to 4 (subclinical) at 6-month follow-up. Post-treatment Y-BOCS score was 9 (mild). For the OCI-R total scores reduced 34% from 41 at baseline to 26 at 6-month follow-up. On the checking subscale, which was David’s dominant compulsive behaviour, scores reduced 38% from 8 to 5. BDI-II scores reduced 21% from 19 at baseline to 15 at 6-month follow-up.

At the end of treatment David indicated he was very happy with the progress he had made and commented that his life would have been so much better if he had received treatment all those years ago. At both post-treatment and follow-up David no longer met DSM-IV-TR [43] criteria for OCD using the CIDI Auto v2.1 [44].

IV. DISCUSSION

This case study represents the first published investigation of a cognitive treatment for geriatric OCD. It documents the successful treatment of an 86-year old man with a 63-year history of this disorder. After only 14 DIRT sessions David no longer met diagnostic criteria for OCD. The results are extremely promising and suggest that while much more research in this area is needed, DIRT appeared to be both an acceptable and successful treatment for an older adult with severe OCD. Additionally, DIRT is an exposure free treatment and so does not require clients to experience excessive anxiety in order to alleviate their symptoms. This is particularly important for the elderly OCD client living with cardiovascular disease since previous case reports have described necessary modifications to standard ERP so that exposure sessions are kept within safe parameters [7], [27]. Since cardiovascular disease is very common in the elderly, DIRT may be a more appropriate treatment for elderly clients.

Some age related considerations were required for David during treatment. David had some mobility problems and required a cane when walking. As our clinic is on the ground floor of a building with a car park located very close to the clinic entrance we did not have to schedule David’s therapy in a different location, but depending on the location of the clinic other elderly clients may require their scheduled therapy to take place in a different location. David was unable to drive himself to the clinic and required either his daughter or community transport staff to drive him, so it needs to be recognised that some older adults, particularly those without family or community supports may not be able to physically access treatment. In regard to client comfort while in the clinic, we ensured that a comfortable chair of appropriate height was provided for David during each session. When working with older adults with OCD we suggest that possible modifications to treatment should be considered on a case-by-case basis.

A Mini Mental State Examination was not undertaken prior to David’s treatment, but there was no evidence of memory impairment during treatment. Calamari and Cassiday [7] used signs written in large font for their ERP treatment reminding the client how long he should spend washing his hands, but reminders for DIRT homework exercises were not seen as necessary for David. Since the DIRT package contains written information sheets and homework exercises and worksheets, so such prompts may not be required with this mode of treatment.

While David did not appear to experience any cognitive impairment it is likely that some older adults with OCD may experience memory or other cognitive deficits. This could pose complications that would significantly impact on their ability to benefit from cognitive treatments like DIRT, since cognitive therapy requires that the client is able to think logically and recall information. Therefore we suggest that appropriate assessment takes place prior to therapy commencement. Additionally, since DIRT packages have been developed for people whose clinical features predominantly involve either checking [41] or washing concerns [31], DIRT would not be suitable for older adults who have other clinical presentations.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the findings reported in this case study demonstrate that DIRT may be as beneficial for older adults as it has been found for younger adults [32], [42] and may have
particular advantages over ERP and pharmacological approaches. Clearly, future research is needed to assess whether this optimism is warranted.
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